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CH17 pledges privileges and
rewards facilities to
frontline healthcare workers

Issuance of special Covid-19 service card to start soon

By Jumar Preena

Tuli Cooray

Privilege has
touched the hearts
of many families

S-G JAAF

“This year marks 6 years of productive partnership
with CH17 Loyalty – the company who was entrusted with the task of implementing and managing
Ransalu Pranaama Privilege – a welfare program
for the employees and staff in apparel sector.
Up to date close to 200,000 employees attached
to several apparel production and export companies have been enrolled and I am informed that a
good number of them are enjoying privileges and
benefits from a network of retail merchants such
as supermarkets, clothing and fashion stores, footwear, household goods, electrical items, Insurance
companies, hotels, restaurants and many other regional merchants.
I am happy that the employees and their families
continue to enjoy benefits from the program which
has helped them to save a considerable amount of
money from their monthly expenses.
This year JAAF was successful in negotiating
with several insurance benefits at affordable premiums with many core benefits as part of our objective to ensure our staff and employees are well
protected and adequately supported at times of unforeseen situations in their family.
We started this program with a mere 20 merchants and today, I am informed that this networked
has swelled to more than 200. This is commendable. Sri Lanka Apparel shall always strive to give
the best in social welfare services to the skill-set
at all times.I must congratulate CH17 Loyalty for
taking up this challenge six years ago and have
successfully full filed their obligations towards the
apparel community. This would not end here, as
they are required to continuously improve of their
commitment to us at the JAAF

		

All medical staff in the
frontline of Covid-19 will
receive a CARE Rewards
a social facility card,
as a token of appreciation of their services and
to mark the successful
containment of the pandemic to date.

The CARE Rewards a program
initiated by Ch17 Loyalty, is dedicated to all frontline healthcare
workers who are battling the pandemic since March this year. “We
want to appreciate, reward and
recognise these men and women who have performed beyond
the call of duty to keep us all safe
from the pandemic” Jumar Preena
CEO of Ch17 Loyalty said.
Explaining further, Jumar
said “we intend to invite retailers,
merchants, traders and vendors
of essential consumer goods, personal items, household and other

electrical and electronic products,
hotels, restaurants and cafes, holiday homes and those in the leisure
industry to join hands with us and
show their gratitude to healthcare
workers by extending privileges
and discounts from their businesses throughout the year.
Caregivers have been performing a selfless services, risking
their own lives and those of their
family and close friends to ensure
that the public are protect and are
kept safe, Jumar pointed out.
This program is also a
tribute to the extended families of
healthcare workers who have re-

main disconnected with their dear
ones for long periods of time during
the past seven months.
The families too can benefit
and enjoy some of the facilities extended by participating merchants
and vendors CH17 Rewards and
Loyalty, the company in the forefront of corporate loyalty management will initially release 10,000
rewards service cards to medical
staff in a joint operation with the
Sri Lanka Medical Association
(SLMA), the Ministry of Health and
the Colombo Business Association
(CBA).
Continued on 3 ....

Sri Lanka Medical Association
endorses CARE Privilege
The President of SLMA Prof Indika
Karunathilake has hailed the CARE
Privilege program initiated by CH17
Loyalty and says “it’s a great gesture towards the care givers”.
The SLMA has been playing a pivotal role since the outbreak
of the Covid-19 pandemic in early
March, guiding the government,
the health sector members and
the general public.The Sri Lanka Medical Association (SLMA) is the national professional medical association in Sri Lanka, which brings together medical

practitioners of all grades and all
branches of medicine.
The SLMA is the oldest professional medical association
in Asia and Australasia, with a
proud history that dates back
to 1887. At its inception, it was
called the ‘Ceylon Branch of
the British Medical Association’.
Later it evolved into the ‘Ceylon
Medical Association’ (1951) and after Sri Lanka became a Republic in 1972, it became the ‘Sri Lanka
Medical Association’.
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SHOP N SAVE
PRODUCE YOUR CH17 LOYALTY CARD

WALK IN TO

LAUGFS SUPER OR
LAUGFS SUPERMART
NEAR YOU TODAY !

Off on the total bill
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CH17 Rewards
& Loyalty
Founded in 2013
Pioneers in loyalty management for corporates particularly for the industrial and
services sectors
We design loyalty programs to suite individual requirements.
We use a state of the art,
multi-functional and scalable IT technology introducing the latest in machine
driven technology, block-chain loyalty
services, artificial intelligence, machine
learning and data driven solutions to
your business.
Our end to end solution gives you
peace of mind in implementing even the
most complicated of projects in the area
of loyalty and rewards We provide loyalty
solutions to businesses large and small,
from our own Customer Loyalty App to
fully Customised loyalty and rewards
programs for enterprises and brands.
Contact us if you would like to
discuss a loyalty or rewards solution for
your business or brand.
The Management Team

CH17 Software Solutions
We provide tailored programs to
improve engagement for employees,
customers, partners, and members.
Software Solutions are unique and
they are powerful but also simple to
use. You can fine tune on the go to
meet your ever changing engagement
needs.

Entrepreneurs in
consumer retail services
Register your business in our loyalty portal and
get the opportunity to promote your products
and services to our large focused group in different parts of the country.
Our doors are open to all single-outlet vendor
to large brands with multiple sales channels
including e-commerce sector.
Send in your details such as:
1.
2.
3.
		
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of the establishment:
Name of Owner:
Ownership status: Partnership/Lim		
ited Liability
Business Registration No:
Address of business,
Telephone
Business email:
Business type:

Chambers/Business bodies
Grow Membership and recognise milestones, stimulate attendance and business referrals

Redemption and Benefits

Continued from page 1
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Scheme for members and employees with discounted catalogs Set clear expectations and goals for
employees and use game concepts to stimulate
performance. Make feedback normal, pervasive and
continuous. Recognise achievements both great and
small

We welcome those in the
following trade/sector
1.
		
2.
		
3.
4.
		
5.
		
6.
		
7.
8.
9.
10.
		

Consumer retail services
(Groceries/FMCG brands)
Clothing & Footwear / Fashion / Grooming
(Ladies/Gents)
Entertainment & Leisure
Hotels, Restaurants & Cafes / Villas and
Holi day homes
Telecommunications services, Mobile 		
devic es and accessories
Electronic, Electrical and Household 		
goods
Hardware
Travel & Tourism
Inbound tours
Insurance, Finance & Leasing and Bank
ing Services

Retailers
Customer loyalty programs supporting points and
cash back and claims and redemption

Referral and affiliate
Incentivize your partners through referral schemes

Employee Engagement
Create right conditions for your staff to give their best
every day

Membership Engagement
To increase participation and advocacy for associations and groups

Partner Engagement Programs (B2B)
Enroll, train, support and reward
Channel partners with KPIs, deal tracking documents

CH17 pledges privileges and rewards
facilities to frontline healthcare workers
The beneficiaries include doctors, specialist
medical professionals, nurses and all other
staff who have been in the frontline Covid
operation.
CARE is the acronym for Covid Appreciation
Respecting Engagement is dedicated to all
medical staff in the frontline Covid-19 services.
CARE program is supported by Sri Lanka
Telecom (SLT) including PEOTV Services,
Laugfs Supermarket, Laugfs Leisure, Laugfs
Car Care, Hameedia, NoLimit, Dankotuwa
Porcelain, Fashion Bug, Shirt Works (SWX),CIB, Crocodile, Envoy Mansion, Helanka,
Spring &amp; Summer, Wickramarachchi
Opticians, Lanka Hospitals, Sanasa Insurance,
Softlogic Insurance, Dialog, Vitawell (Vitamins
and Supplements Store), Singer, Ramada
Colombo, Amagi Hotels, Last Chance Lighting,
Mandarina, Auto Miraj, Exide Batteries, Nano
Shield.
We are talking to many more vendors
in other districts so that the facility will be
available island-wide, Jumar added. For details
of this program please contact
0715 2727 22

The Ministry of Health launches DReAM
Public Awareness campaign against Covid-19 Pandemic
A series of programs aimed at educating the general public and the
enterprises on the “New Normal”
practices that has to be followed in
order to keep any future virus attacks on the public has been drawn
up by the Ministry of Health and will
be launched shortly.
Titled DReAM - an acronym for
Distancing, Respiratory Etiquettes,
Aseptic Techniques and Masks
are key factors the public should
endure for a responsible social behaviors
1. Continued physical Distancing
(D- distancing)
2. Respiratory Etiquette
(RE- Respiratory Etiquette)

3. Hand hygiene and avoidance
of
touching face (eyes, 		
nose and mouth) with unclean
hands - (A- Aseptic technique)
4. Widespread use of face Masks
worn correctly (M- Masks)
The DREAM package of interventions will be at the core of the ‘new
normalcy’, according to Dr. Susie
Perera Deputy Director General
of Health who is spearheading the

massive PR Campaign If followed
properly Dr. Susie sees benefits
which include a positive long lasting effect on society as we have
to practice this over an extended
period , which are useful in limiting the spread of other common
communicable diseases transmitted, spread through the respiratory
route. Hand hygiene – Prevention
and control of diarrheal diseases
, ++++ The Ministry plans to display these messages and signage
in public places such as railway
stations, bus terminals, hospitals,
schools, malls, market square,
places where public gather in large
numbers, cinema halls etc.
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LAUGFS Supermarket joins CH17’s
CARE program in support of the
frontline Covid-19 healthcare staff
In what seems to be a perfect
reward and recognition of our
healthcare workers in the frontline of Covid-19 operations,
LAUGFS Supermarket and
Crimson Bakery have joined
several other leading retail
vendors of consumer products
in support of the “CARE for
Healthcare givers” an initiative
of CH17 Rewards and Loyalty
Company.
Cash discounts from
vendors dealing in fashion &
clothing, footwear, general
household products, insurance & banking, hotels, cafes,
restaurants, wellness products, electrical and electronic
items are some of the retail
segments that have signed up
so far with CH17 platform, and
we are talking to many more,
Jumar added
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between
the LAUGFS and CH17 pledging support for frontline medical community up to a period
of 12 months from the date
of launch. The scheme offers
CARE Privilege card up to 7%
off the total bill at all LAUGFS
Supermarket outlets. This offer
will be applicable for all Items
excluding liquor tobacco and
pharmaceuticals.
The Crimson Bakery, a
subsidiary of LAUGFS Holdings has consented to offer
10% off all bakery products
sold at their outlets.
The support extended by
LAUGFS Supermarket and
Crimson Bakery is commendable, when everyone else is
starring in to their bottom line.
This is the true spirit of corporate responsibility. Unarguably
caring the frontline care workers is the utmost one can offer
as a tribute to those sacrificing
their life, time and family life
in order to protect the country
and the people” Jumar Preena
CEO/MD of CH17 Rewards
and Loyalty noted.
We at LAUGFS have
always looked at creating a
positive impact to the society.
As the retail member who
bravely faced all challenges
associated with COVID 19
and kept the outlets ready to
serve all cross sections of the

The support extended by LAUGFS
Supermarket and Crimson Bakery
is commendable, when
everyone else is starring in to
their bottom line. This is the
true spirit of corporate
responsibility. Unarguably
caring the frontline care
workers is the utmost one
can offer as a tribute to
those sacrificing their life,
time and family life in order
to protect the country and
the people”
Jumar Preena CEO/MD
of CH17 Rewards
and Loyalty noted.

Lilanthi Herath
Director/Chief Executive Officer LAUGFS Supermarkets (Pvt) Ltd.

society when the rest of the
country was in lockdown, we
knew the extent of the sacrifice the frontline medical staff
made for our country to be

where it is now. As a gesture
of goodwill, we offered these
very attractive discounts to
say “THANK YOU” and that
we appreciate the sacrifices

they make during these trying
times said Lilanthi Herath Director/Chief Executive Officer
LAUGFS Supermarkets (Pvt)
Ltd.
CARE, acronym for Covid
Appreciation Respecting
Engagement is a program
designed and developed by
CH17 Rewards and Loyalty
Company with the objective of
rewarding, appreciating and
recognizing all frontline staff
and workers in the healthcare
sector for their role in containing the deadly pandemic
spread.
It’s almost 6 months at a
stretch that these healthcare

staff have been battling the
pandemic operations risking
their own lives and those of
their dear families and friends.
Their service has gone beyond
the call of normal duty and
they should be appreciated
Jumar emphasized.
This is a small gesture
from CH17 and our retail
partner community, we want
to extend privilege facility for
a period of one year free of
charge to the care givers.
Hopefully we may extend beyond this period if we succeed
in engaging more well-wishers
to our program, Jumar pointed
out.
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Launch of RDA
Executive Engineers’ Card
CH17 Rewards &
Loyalty ManagementCompany played a key
role in the development and issuance
of Executive Privilege
Membership to RDA
Engineers Association
recently.
We engaged more
than 100 retailers and
merchants of consumer brands to support
RDAEA Membership
offering exclusive rates
and discounts on
avariety of consumer
products and services
marketed by them.
We wereable to
convince our retail
partners to honor these
frontline
public servants who
form part of the vital
infrastructure development of the country for
a sustainable economic
progress
particularly in the rural
economic development
process.

Presentation to former President & Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa at RDAEA 2020 Seminar in
Tangalle on July 03rd 2020
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4 Ways Customer
Loyalty Analytics
Will Help You Grow
Your Business
In a market that is flooded with a ton of
products to choose from, it can be
quite a challenge to retain customers. It
is important you come up with
strategies to boost customer loyalty.
Let us see how you can make great
customer experience strategiesusing
customer loyalty analytics. Here Are 4
Ways You Can Use Customer Loyalty
Analytics...
When you have a clear understanding
of the customer’s needs, you can define
the customer loyalty program better. In
fact, you can even customize the program based on the customers’ needs.

1. To Monitor Customer
Reactions to Promotions
When you know how your customers
are reacting to yourbrand, you can use
that to boost the customer loyalty program.
Use social media platforms to learn
about the
customers’ likes and preferences, the brands they follow and
who they are interacting with. This information will give you an idea of how to
reward them.
Moreover, you can also determine
which products would be ideal for them.
Collect customer feedback through social or paid
advertising or with help
of online survey software. The right
questions and ads will help you understand their feelings about your promotions and products.
You can then make the necessary
changes to your promotions based on
that information.

2. To Devise Customer
Reten tion Strategies
customer website statistics on google
analytics Customer Retention Rate
(CRR) is the metric used for calculating customer retention. CRR can be
defined as the number of customers at
the end of a specified period of time as
compared to the number at the start of
that period.
When you understand how many
customers are leaving your company
and why, you can come up with effective
customer retention strategies.

4. To Target Product
Recommendations
product recommendation on email marketing One of the best ways to keep the
customers engaged is by sending them
targeted product recommendations.
You can integrate purchase data with
historical purchase data to make these
recommendations.
Analyze consumer data like customer
lifestyle, demographics , purchase value, frequency of purchase and product
purchases by type and category. Don’t
rely on just one data point; rather gather
multiple data points to make informed
and intelligent product recommendations.
t is important that you incorporate insights into the loyalty program. Use the
necessary survey tools and digital platforms that will add value to the process.

You can measure CRR through the
website’s clickthrough rate, customer
feedback results, email open rates, etc.
A high CRR will have a higher loyalty
program enrollment rate.
The more the customers stay loyal
to your brand, the more you can reward
them with loyalty programs.

3. To Improve Customer
Loyalty Programs
how to create brand loyalty Focus on
social media platforms to listen to what
the customers are saying. Reach out to
them through Twitter or Facebook to understand their opinions.
A lot of customers share their experiences, doubts, queries and feedback online such as via TripAdvisor.

Understand your customers and what
they need, then use that information to
make effective strategies and customer
activities.
Another route would be to integrate all
the collected data into the buyer persona, which is a picture of who your customers are. When you gather all the insights and create a buyer persona, you
will be able to design loyalty programs
accordingly.

About the author:
Bhavika Sharma is a survey designer at Survey
Sparrow, where she designs surveys that work
by making them more conversational and
engaging, fetching 40% more responses. When
she isn’t designing killer surveys, she loves to
travel in search of adventure and to meet new
people. Her travel experiences have taught her
the importance of conversation and that is what
she brings to the table while creating surveys
or content for her readers. Credit to Stampme
.com, article was published in Aug 6 2019
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OUR
MILESTONE
Incoparation

2013
2014
Launch of rkai¿ m%kdu - an employee welfare
program for Sri Lanka Apparel

2015
To improve on regional SME
network, we joined chambers
of FCCISL to formally regis ter
their businesses within the region.

Launch of Cobranded
රස රනාම
Card for Sri Lanka Apparel

Launch of SME program in collaboration
with the Federation of Chamber of
Commerce of Sri Lanka

2016
Launch of Golf Bank Card for Nuwara eliya
Golf Club, Master Card and Commercial Bank

2017
Launch of Cobranded card for
Sri Lanka Insurance with Commercial Bank

2018
Launch of Cobranded card for Sri Lanka Gem and
Jewelry Association for UnionPay and Commercial Bank

Launch of Multi Currency Travel
Card for Bank of Ceylon

2019
We recognise their services
to the community over several
decades through entertainment,
music, culture, theatre, movie.
Without them – our artiﬆes,
the lives of our people would
be a bore!!A dedicated card
for Singers and other artis tes
as a token of appreciation
for their service

Partnered with Sri Lanka
Association for Software
and Services Companies
for the provision an induﬆry
privilege membership card for
IT professionals and those in
the IT/BPM sectors.
This scheme is to recognise
the services rendered to the
economic through IT related
services across the globe

Launch of Joint program for Sri Lanka
Apparel and Ceylinco
Insurance in association with JAAF

2020
Launch of CARE Privilege program for medical
healthcare professionals serving Covid-19

Launch of RDA Engineers
Association Privilege program

Through our engagement
we will be able to provide
IT network capability
to all micro, SME
entrepreneurs providing them
a platform to engage in sales
& marketing
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Preparing

to live with
Dr. Susie Perera

Ministry of Health

What was
the normal?
Hugs, Kisses
Partying, visiting friends
Impulsive outings
Crowds, pushing

Deputy Directer General Public Health Sernices II

Factors contributing to
containment of
community spread
Early lock down of country
Curfew and stringent restriction of travel
and public activities within the country

Air pollution

Vigorous contact tracing methods and
quarantine procedures

Dirty hands/ thought the hands
were clean

Government leadership and investment to
expand care, quarantine facilities

Frequent colds, sore throats

Frontline health workers supported with
frontline defense personnel.

Lipstick, facials, frequent haircuts,

Legal framework that allowed quarantine
procedures

Frequent eating out, weight gain

Whilst walking in public places

Media support and initial fear psychosis

Less time at home/ with family

Follow the rules
D-

Distancing - Physical distancing (includes avoid public gather		
ings)

RE -

Respiratory Etiquette - cough / sneeze using inner side of your
elbow or into a tissue (and correctly disposing of tissue) without
directly in front of you, stay home when ill with fever and cough/
sore throat

A-

Aseptic techniques - Hand washing, hand sanitizer, do not		
touch eyes, nose and mouth, avoid touching frequently handled
surfaces (or for enterprises – regular disinfection of these sur		
faces)

e.g.-

door handles, stair railings, common pens

M-

Mask - proper wearing of the face mask (at the right time/situa		
tion, and in the right way) and its proper disposal

In a public vehicle

At School

At public places such as bus halts

At public gathering
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BOC Multi Currency Travel Card
integrates with CH17 Loyalty
Bank of Ceylon’s Travel Card, the most
convenient, safe and secure multi-currency card will add more benefits
and privileges through an exclusive
arrangement with CH17 Loyalty – program dedicated for CH17’s corporate
membership.
A Memorandum of Understanding to this effect was signed recently
offering wide ranging benefits to BOC
and CH17 cardholders making the
product very attractive and one of its
kind in the market. “Bank of Ceylon/
MasterCard will jointly enjoy exclusive
status and will have access to a large
corporate base of the company,” CH17
Loyalty Founder and CEO Jumar Preena said.
CH17 has a prestigious network of member companies belonging
to the apparel manufacturing and exports, IT/BPM Sector, the SME, Retail
Marketing Sector, Golf Sports and
selected companies who belong to the
corporate sector.
BOC’s multi-currency travel
card is the only forex travel wallet
that could facilitate up to five different
major international currencies. They

are US Dollars, Sterling Pounds, Euro
Currencies, Japanese Yen, and Aussie
Dollars. “This is the best alternative to
carrying currencies in cash or travellers
cheque and a traveller is guaranteed
of safety and security of their valuable
foreign exchange,” said DGM Interna-

tional, Treasury and Investment Sugath
Gunasekera.
“We are delighted to have
CH17 Loyalty on board to add more
meaningful value added features to the
already popular international wallet.
This is a well thought out plan to cre-

ate customer loyalty at its best and a
steady business relationship, Gunasekera added.
BOC will offer preferential
exchange rates for CH17 Cardholders.
This is in addition to several benefits
the travel wallet offers in contrast to
the conventional cash or travellers’
cheque or use of Credit/Debit Card
for payments.BOC-CH17 cardholders
will enjoy exclusive privileges such as
discounts on purchases from CH17’s
partner retailers throughout the year.
The first CH17/BOC cobranded card was issued to Joint Apparel
Association Forum (JAAF) Secretary
General Tuli Cooray by BOC CEO/
General Manager Senarath Bandara
at a special ceremony held at the BOC
Tower on 1 January.
Present at the launch event
which also marked BOC’s multi-religious new-year celebrations were
D.P.K. Gunasekera DGM International,
Treasury and Investments and S. Sivanjan AGM International and several
other senior travel card officers and the
general staff of the bank.
Friday, 4 January 2019
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Our Partner Merchants
5%

Browns Batteries

10%

off Canon Products

Special
Package

25%
off total bill

Up to
7.5%
Off total bill

Up to
10%
off total bill

Special
Offers

Up to
25% off

6%
off total bill

Special
Offers

Additional
10% off

15%
off total bill

10%
off total bill

Up to 35% off

25% off
off fromroom
bill

Up to
40% off

10%
off total bill

10%
off total bill

5%
off total bill

Special
Packages

40% off from
room bill

50%
off from
room bill

40% off
from
room bill

10%
off total bill

20%
off from room

Up to
15%
off total bill

15%
off total bill

Up to
10% off

Special
Offers

20%
off total bill

10%
off total bill

off for Jewellery

10%

Up to
15% off

Up to
Rs.10,000 off

15%
off for
Labour fee

Up to
15% off

Up to
15% off

Up to
15% off

10%
off total bill

10%
off total bill

8%
off total bill

10%
off total bill

20%
off for repair &
Accessories

Up to
40% off

Up to
15% off

5%
off total bill

7.5%
off total bill

Additional
5% off

Special
Offers

Up to
15% off

Up to
15% off

off Acer Product

Srina Palace

5%

off for Silver

Phone Gallery

off total bill
Spectacles
Sunglasses

Up to
20% off

10%
off total bill

10% off
total bill

5%
off for Mobile

5%
off for Medicine
10% o
ff Cosmetics

5%
off total bill

Up to
35% off

Up to
15% off

Up to
10% off

10%
off total bill

7.5%
off total bill

15%

Loyalty & Rewards NEWS
For advertorial and
advertising please contact
Jumar Preena

Email

:

jumar@ch17.lk

Tel

:

0715 2727 22

Office

:

+94 11 273 4552

5%

off for Jewellery

10%

off for Gem studded

10%
off total bill

